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LIFELONG ENGAGEMENT
THROUGH ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
By Rachel Kobus
Illinois State University’s Alumni Association understands that
the core values of the University do not stop after graduation.
To align with the value of civic engagement, the association’s
Redbird Engagement and Development (RED) Committee has
been tasked with providing leadership and direction for alumni
to continue the lifelong responsibility of being informed and
engaged global citizens through meaningful opportunities.
“Several members of the association started planting the
seed to become more civically engaged as a board a year or so
ago,” said Kaci Rollings ’94, RED Committee chairperson.
“The committee felt the best way to continue the vision is
to align ourselves with the University. As a result, we hope
this will add additional momentum to Illinois State’s desire
to see Redbirds engaged and active in their role as citizens.
As a committee we want to provide resources, support,
opportunities, and encouragement to our alumni in achieving
their civic engagement goals.”
The committee partnered with Illinois State’s Center for
Community Engagement and Service Learning for the 2018
Alternative Breaks (AB) student trips, asking alumni in four
cities to host a dinner that connected AB students with alumni
to discuss the service trip and its benefits. Because of the
success of the events, as many as five cities will host again in

March. In April the Alumni Association board of directors will
work with Illinois State students at Bring It Back to Normal
2019 on a special service project to educate students on the
importance of staying engaged after graduation.
To enhance civic engagement with fellow Redbird alumni,
RED will again partner with the center this June to host an
alumni service weekend. The goal is to find a project within
the Illinois State community to which all alumni can come
and contribute. Alumni networks across the country will be
encouraged to find a service project for area alumni during
the weekend and share the impact made. Alumni who are
unable to make it back to campus or participate in a network
project can find personal service projects during the designated
weekend and share photos over social media using the hashtag
#RedbirdImpact.
Rollings said RED hopes alumni will join the cause for the
service weekend and thereafter. “RED wants to have alumni
represent the best of the communities in which they live.
Whether this is demonstrated by voting, supporting a local
outreach program, or being aware of the needs in their own
community and also reaching out to other communities across
the country or world.”
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REDBIRD PRESENTS RESEARCH TO CONGRESS
She might be a senior at Illinois State University, but Alison Myers has
already accomplished something that most Americans will never achieve.
Myers presented her research before Congress.
Myers, a social work major graduating in 2019, was one of 10 foster
youth alumni from around the country selected to be a summer 2018
Foster Youth Intern through the Congressional Coalition on Adoption
Institute (CCAI). As part of the internship, she spent the majority of
her time as a legislative intern in Illinois Sen. Dick Durbin’s office.
When she wasn’t working in Durbin’s office, Myers was at CCAI’s office,
where she researched and created her policy report.
Myers presented her policy report, “Transforming Extended Foster
Care: More Meaningful Preparation for a Brighter Future,” in an open
briefing before Congress on July 17. Myers also presented during
a closed briefing to staff at the White House. Myers’ policy report
focused on transitional-aged foster youth, and more specifically,
both the expansion of requirements for extended care and an
increase in the age limit for those benefits.
Through her research, Myers proposed that Congress should
require all states to offer extended foster care until the age of 21,
and up to the age of 23. She also proposed that Congress replace
the existing transition plan and the requirements to receive
extended care services with a new Individualized Advancement
Plan customized for each youth.
“My hope was to show that the one-size-fits-all model of the
aging-out process does not do a sufficient job in maximizing one’s
future,” Myers said of the congressional briefing. “In today’s world,
it is not normal for a young adult to be out on their own at the age
of 18 with no support, no money, nothing. This is a reality for some
foster youth all over the U.S.”
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ISU/IWU HABITAT FOR
HUMANITY CAMPUS
CHAPTER RECEIVES
STATE FARM GRANT
The Illinois State University and
Illinois Wesleyan University (ISU/
IWU) Joint Habitat for Humanity
Campus Chapter was one of 20
groups selected to receive a grant
from State Farm. The ISU/IWU
Chapter received $10,000 and
had to raise a matching amount.
The ISU/IWU Campus Chapter
has partnered with McLean
County’s Habitat for Humanity
since 1995 and will use the funds
to build a new home, including
work on every aspect of the
project, such as framing, siding,
drywall, insulation, painting, and
landscaping.

COMMUNITY CONSULTING BOARD INCREASES
PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
The Center for Community Engagement and Service Learning has
established the Community Consulting Board (CCB) to help strengthen
partnerships between Illinois State University and organizations within
the community. Board members will serve in advisory roles for the
center as it looks to enhance the University’s service learning practices.
CCB members will each serve two-year terms on the board, and the
group will meet officially three times a year, with other communications
as necessary. CCB members are being consulted about their past
and current partnerships with the University and potential growth of
partnerships to better understand and collaboratively deal with issues
within the community.
PRAIRIE GROVE MARKS 10 YEARS AT
HORTICULTURE CENTER
Last year marked the 10th anniversary of Prairie Grove, a collection of
trees planted at Illinois State University’s Horticulture Center through the
community organization Children and Elders Forest (CEF).
Nestled between a stretch of restored prairie and the traffic zipping
by on Raab Road, Prairie Grove is one of the smaller of CEF’s nine local
groves, which feature more than 600 trees planted by community
members across Bloomington-Normal. First dedicated on a windy day
in November 2008, the grove is now home to 29 trees representing
11 species. CEF trees can be sponsored in someone’s name, and
many of the trees in Prairie Grove are dedicated to loved ones of those
connected to Illinois State.

MORGAN GRUNLOH NAMED LINCOLN LAUREATE
Illinois State University’s Morgan Grunloh, of Lexington, has been named one of this year’s outstanding
college students by the Lincoln Academy of Illinois.
The Lincoln Academy’s Abraham Lincoln Civic Engagement Awards were presented last fall for excellence in
curricular and extracurricular activities to seniors from each of the state’s four-year, degree-granting colleges
and universities, and one student from the community colleges in Illinois.
Majoring in chemistry and minoring in Spanish, Grunloh has received the University’s highest
undergraduate honor, the Bone Scholarship. Grunloh is head of the ISU Cheer Team and is a top contributor
to the team’s community service projects. She also volunteers with Adult Day Services at Advocate BroMenn
Regional Medical Center.

STEVENSON
CENTER, CITY YEAR
CELEBRATE FIVE-YEAR
PARTNERSHIP
The Stevenson Center for
Community and Economic
Development and City Year
marked the five-year anniversary
of their partnership last fall.
City Year is an AmeriCorps
program that actively bridges
the gaps in high-need schools by
developing students’ academic
and social-emotional skills and
helping improve schools’ culture
and climate.
The Stevenson Center
welcomes City Year alumni and
staff as Applied Community
and Economic Development
(ACED) Fellows. Fellows pursue
master’s degrees in applied
economics, political science,
sociology, anthropology, or
kinesiology and recreation with
an emphasis on community and
economic development. The first
year of the program is devoted
to on-campus interdisciplinary
courses, while Fellows apply
their knowledge through an
11-month paid professional
internship in the second year.

STEVENSON CENTER FELLOWS CONNECT
WITH COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT EXPERTS
Last summer, three Stevenson Center Fellows attended the annual
Community Development Society (CDS) conference in Detroit. The
conference brought together academics and practitioners for three
days of sessions, discussions, and workshops that integrate research
and application.
Graduate students Kate Brunk, Jerome Sader, and Katie
Spoden participated in the conference and networked with other
community developers. Additionally, Spoden was selected to
present her research on farmers markets as tools for community
development.
The students are AmeriCorps alumni in the second year of the
Applied Community and Economic Development Fellows Program
through the Stevenson Center. Because they started their yearlong
professional practice over the summer, the CDS conference offered
a valuable opportunity to reflect on their past year of academic
course work and to prepare for work with their various host
organizations.
ISU EARNS LEAD ADVISORY INSTITUTION
DESIGNATION
For the sixth consecutive year, Illinois State University has been
designated a Lead Initiative Institution in Civic Learning and
Democratic Engagement by the association of Student Affairs
Administrators in Higher Education, also known as NASPA.
Illinois State University is one of 72 institutions designated
nationally as a Lead Initiative Institution, and one of only 14
institutions that received the classification of Lead Advisory
Institution. The University has been named a Lead Initiative
Institution each year since the designation’s inception in 2012 and
has been named a Lead Advisory Institution for the last three years.
Lead Initiative Institutions are those two- and four-year
universities committed to encouraging and highlighting the
work of student affairs in making civic learning and democratic
engagement a part of every student’s college education. This
designation comes in part from Illinois State University’s core
value of civic engagement and the ongoing work of the Center for
Community Engagement and Service Learning.

STEINBACH HONORED
AS PANTAGRAPH’S 20
UNDER 40
Harriett Steinbach, assistant
director of service learning
at the Center for Community
Engagement and Service
Learning, was honored as one of
The Pantagraph’s 20 under 40.
The program recognizes young
professionals who excel in their
careers, are passionate about the
community, and are making a
mark in Central Illinois.
Steinbach was recognized
for her strong community
involvement, both through
her position at Illinois State
University and her work within
the community. Since joining the
University in 2006, Steinbach has
spent the majority of her time
working with civic engagement,
whether that be community
service or student engagement
with the Town of Normal. She also
provides leadership and oversight
of the existing cocurricular
programming provided by the
center, the majority of which
involves existing community
partners. Before working at Illinois
State, Steinbach worked for two
nonprofit organizations and
volunteered extensively with the
Bloomington-Normal Japanese
Sister Cities Commission.

ALTERNATIVE BREAKS
STUDENTS RETURN
FROM KENYA AFTER
MAKING LONGLASTING IMPACT
Last summer Illinois State’s
Alternative Breaks sent 14
students to Kenya. The students
spent their time in Ngong Hills,
a town outside of Kenya’s capital,
Nairobi. They worked with an
organization called Living Positive
Kenya (LPK). The founder of LPK
created the organization when
she saw a need in her community:
Women with an HIV positive
diagnosis were being abandoned
by their families and were unable
to care for their children. While
on their journey, the students met
some members of the Women
Economic Empowerment Program
(W.E.E.P), an initiative that aims
to save HIV-positive women from
a life of rejection and poverty
by empowering them to live
sustainable lives.
The Illinois State students built
a urinal for a day care where some
of the women who are a part of
Living Positive Kenya send their
children while they are taking
classes. The students also painted
all the classrooms in the facility.
A significant part of the service
included home visits to get to
know the women who are part of
the program and empower them
to tell their stories.

STUDENT CHRONICLES RELIEF TRIP TO PUERTO RICO IN PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBIT
A year ago, Hurricane Maria laid waste to Puerto Rico. The hurricane caused a reported 2,975 deaths and a mass exodus
of residents. Mary Beth Breshears, an Illinois State master’s student in art education, spent part of last summer break
helping a community on the island rebuild.
Breshears traveled to Puerto Rico in May with 10 other volunteers. They stayed there for nine days pouring concrete,
cutting rebar, painting murals, and planting gardens, in an effort to restore Patillas, a town of 17,000 residents along the
southern coast of Puerto Rico.
Between painting murals and installing drywall, Breshears photographed volunteers and community members as
they came together to rebuild two houses and restore the town. Those photographs, collected in the exhibit Puerto Rico:
Reinforcing a Sense of Place Through Art After the Hurricane, were displayed in Milner Library throughout September 2018.
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arol Jones owes her home to her own
fortitude and a group of college students.
In the mid-1990s, Jones was a single
mother of two children working in retail
and renting an old house in Bloomington.
“It had termites. But it was affordable.”
A friend suggested she apply for a new home with
the Habitat for Humanity of McLean County. Her first
application was denied. She did, however, receive advice
on how to improve her situation so she would qualify. She
began taking classes at Heartland Community College and
later landed a job in Illinois State’s Redbird Card Office,
where she has worked for 19 years.
Then in 2001, the Illinois State University/Illinois
Wesleyan University (ISU/IWU) Joint Habitat for
Humanity Campus Chapter started building her a threebedroom home on Humanity Lane, in a neighborhood
with several other Habitat homes on Bloomington’s west
side. Less than a year later, Jones had a safe place for her
family to live. “I just love my home. I have neighbors that
I can trust. I certainly don’t have termites.”
Since 1995, the ISU/IWU Habitat Chapter has built
decent, safe, affordable houses for 87 local residents,
including 53 children, across Bloomington-Normal. The
latest example is going up at 904 Bryan Street in Normal,
a mile west of the Quad. Last August during Welcome
Week, the students began hammering together the walls
for the new home. A few weeks later, the bottom floor was
constructed, and the students were already erecting the
second floor walls. By April, the volunteers plan to finish
what will be the chapter’s 25th house.
It is a major achievement for a student organization
that has become a leading light among Habitat for
Humanity’s campus chapters. While many chapters build
a new house once every two or three years, the ISU/IWU
group has finished a new home every year for the last 24
years. In fact, one year the chapter built two houses. That
is quite a feat considering the chapter has to raise half of
the cost of each home, which runs to about $80,000.
“It’s a big deal for us,” said Zoe McGrath, the chapter’s
current co-president at Illinois State. “We are very happy
for this opportunity to build the community—literally.”
Hitting the quarter-century mark is just the latest
highlight of the successful partnership between Illinois
State, Illinois Wesleyan, and Habitat McLean County. In
2010, ISU/IWU Habitat was selected as the Habitat for
Humanity Campus Chapter of the Year from among more
than 500 campus chapters across the nation. Four years
earlier, the student chapter and Habitat McLean County
received the Jimmy and Rosalynn Carter Partnership
Award for Campus-Community Collaboration.

“It’s like any silver anniversary that marks a longtime
commitment to a successful partnership,” said Michaelene
Cox, associate professor of Politics and Government and
the chapter’s current faculty advisor at Illinois State. “It
represents an important watershed moment where I think
the partnership between those parties has cemented.”
The student chapter’s efforts are needed more than
ever. Last year, The Pantagraph published a series of stories
on the local affordable housing crisis, noting the high rent
and long waits for federal housing vouchers faced by lowincome families. The Bloomington newspaper reported
Habitat McLean County receives 100 applicants each year,
though it has only the capacity to build about a half-dozen
houses. A McLean County study mentioned in the series
pointed out how there were subsidies for fewer than 1,500
of the estimated 8,000 family households who need help.
“We have a housing crisis in the United States and in
our community,” said Associate Professor of Sociology
Tom Gerschick, who served as the chapter’s faculty advisor
at Illinois State for 10 years. “One of the things I love
about Illinois State University—and we can go back to
(President) Vic Boschini, we could go back to President
Al Bowman, President (Larry) Dietz has been in lockstep
with that vision—is that we have a responsibility for the
community in which we reside.
“Habitat, on a weekly basis, restores my faith in
humanity. You bring together people of disparate
backgrounds, of different belief sets, because you have
a common mission that is to provide your community
with decent and affordable housing. I love that idea.”
Habitat for Humanity offers a helping hand, not a
handout to the working poor. The families pay for their
home through a 25-year, no interest mortgage. They are
also required to put in 500 hours of their own labor into
their house and other Habitat builds.
“The thing about Habitat is it’s about the houses,”
Gerschick said. “It’s not about us.”
The student chapter began as an experiment, according
to Illinois State Professor Emeritus of Technology
Hank Campbell. By the early 1990s, students had been
volunteering at local house builds for a few years. So,
Habitat McLean County officials offered to provide
materials and other support if Campbell, who then taught
construction management courses, could organize a
student chapter.
Campbell worked with Gary Klass, then a professor of
Politics and Government, and Illinois Wesleyan officials to
create ISU/IWU Habitat. The joint chapter is registered
as separate student organizations on their respective
campuses. The student organizations each have their own
leadership and social media, but cooperate on fundraising
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(Left) ISU President Larry Dietz speaks last September at the groundbreaking for Sandra Itukola (far right) and Nicolas Yetimbi's (blue shirt) Habitat for Humanity house. (Right) Students began
construction of the home at the beginning of the fall semester.

and building each house. The joint chapter operates under
the umbrella of Habitat McLean County, a Habitat for
Humanity International affiliate that has built 180 houses
since it was established in 1985.
“The real challenge was building the first couple of
houses,” said Klass, the chapter’s current project leader
and original faculty advisor at Illinois State. “We didn’t
know what we were doing very well, but somehow we got
it done. It’s been quite an accomplishment. We think we
are the most successful (campus) chapter in the country.
It’s been really amazing to see the students raise the money
and organize the volunteers.”
Klass called Campbell the “brains” of the operation in
those early years, due to his construction expertise. Several
construction management students volunteered, as did
students from several other majors. “We had good student
volunteers. We got it together,” Campbell said.
Dedicated student volunteers have been at the core of
what has made their chapter sustainable for the last three
decades. One of those was Katie Buckley ’04, M.S. ’12,
who received her bachelor’s degree in special education
and her master’s degree in social work and is now a
special education teacher in Le Roy. She was known as
“Habitat Katie” and volunteered with ISU/IWU Habitat
from 2001–2003, including a one-year term as chapter
president.
Buckley said she developed important skills during
her Habitat days, like learning how to advocate for
the nonprofit and educate the community about the
organization’s mission: “(Some community members) saw
it as low-income housing. There is just a societal issue with
people who just can’t afford housing and what they bring
to the community—stereotyping.”
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Buckley also learned how to spackle, install shingles
and siding, and paint a house. “When they say student
house, it really is a student house,” Buckley said. “It is
a great opportunity to work on something that is bigger
than yourself.”
Building a Habitat home is sort of like putting on a
yearlong play. Except, instead of performing the entire
play all in one night, it would be as if the theater directors
had to stage a subsequent act each week with a different
cast, some of whom have never acted before.
Volunteers meet at the home most Saturday mornings
during the school year. The group can include Habitat
McLean County crew, comprising experienced volunteers
who supervise the construction; faculty advisors and
project directors from the universities; the dozen or so
student chapter executive board members; and a larger
collection of student volunteers, some affiliated with
campus organizations, who may come on-site only once.
From these groups, anywhere from a handful of volunteers
to up to 30-plus people with varying levels of skill show
up on any given construction day.
“We have some people sticking from the beginning
until the end, and we have people that come out once.
And that is great because we are happy to have everybody,”
said McGrath, a senior communications major.
Habitat veterans like Klass, who has participated in
every ISU/IWU Habitat build, guide the novices on the
basics of home construction, teaching them how to use
power tools and properly hammer nails. Klass credits
strong student leaders like McGrath and her co-president,
Jade Surface, who are both building their fourth Habitat
house, for the student chapter’s success and longevity.

“They’ve really taken over the organization. It’s
incredible to work with them,” he said.
The students gain important leadership and teambuilding experiences through Habitat. “It is a hands-on
form of civic engagement,” Cox said. “It’s fun. It’s not a
dry and abstract endeavor.”
Surface and McGrath said the student chapter enjoys
giving back to the community. “If someone wants to make
an impact on the community, you don’t have to wait until
you’re out of college. You can start doing that now,” said
Surface, a senior biological sciences major. “You are a part
of the community.”

“If someone wants to make an
impact on the community, you
don’t have to wait until you’re
out of college. You can start
doing that now.”
Moreover, the students leave behind monuments to
their hard work, as Illinois State President Larry Dietz
noted during a groundbreaking ceremony last fall for the
25th house. “(Each house) is clear physical evidence of the
time that they spent here, and their effort, their energy,
their passion to do something for others. We are very
proud of that.”
The most difficult part for any student-led Habitat
build is not constructing the house; it is raising the money
needed to buy the land and materials and hire contractors
to do the electricity and other tasks requiring a skilled
workforce. “The students have a hard time asking for
money,” Gerschick said.
It has been especially difficult to find big donors. The
ISU/IWU chapter has overcome this problem, in part, by
organizing an innovative fundraising event called Trick
or Treat for Change. Every Halloween for the last 15 or
so years, hundreds of students have gone door-to-door
throughout Bloomington-Normal soliciting donations.
The student chapter has accomplished this through a
successful partnership with, originally, the Illinois State
University Dean of Students Office, and, now, the Center
for Community Engagement and Service Learning.
These small gifts add up: Trick or Treat for Change
raises $10,000–$20,000 a year and has been so successful
that it has become a model for campus chapters across the
country. This year’s windfall was used to match a $10,000
grant from State Farm. The chapter combines this money
with revenue drawn from current mortgages to fund its
portion of ongoing Habitat construction.

The student chapter’s newest house will be home to the
Yetimbi/Itukola family, immigrants from the Democratic
Republic of Congo. They have been renting an apartment
while waiting three years for their Habitat home in
Normal. Sandra Itukola; her husband, Nicolas Yetimbi;
and their three children, ages 5 to 10, will be moving into
the home on Bryan Street later this spring.
The house—three bedrooms, one-and-a-half
bathrooms—is on a small lot in a quiet neighborhood.
The Town of Normal had condemned a home at that
location and donated the land to Habitat McLean County.
The county affiliate plans to build a second house on the
site by 2020.
Sandra Itukola was out working on her house side-byside with Illinois State students and other volunteers on a
cold morning last October. A few weeks earlier, her family
attended the groundbreaking, where they repeatedly
thanked the students and Habitat for helping them. “I’m
so happy. I say thank you for everything. And God bless
(the students),” Sandra Itukola said.
The student chapter has built houses for immigrants
from Mexico and Guatemala as well as for families coming
from a variety of backgrounds in Bloomington-Normal.
“We are a Christian ministry,” said Habitat McLean
County Executive Director Jim Walters ’92, an Illinois
State alumnus. “We believe everyone needs a decent, safe,
affordable house and we are able to do that.”
Carol Jones has tried to give back over the years, by
telling her story at Habitat events when called upon. She
still cherishes her home and who built it alongside her
family.
“I’m glad that I have a student house,” Jones said. “I
can still make that connection with them 16 years later.”

When: 8 a.m.–noon, Saturdays, September to April
Where: 904 Bryan Street in Normal (2018–2019 home)
Follow the ISU Habitat for Humanity
organization on Facebook, Instagram,
and Twitter at @habitatforisu. 
More information about Trick or
Treat for Change can be found at
CommunityEngagement.IllinoisState.edu.
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Cadet Isabella Diez, a junior at Illinois State, helps one of her first grader
friends with a bracelet during the ROTC’s weekly Cadets Helping Kids
visit at Unit 5’s Fox Creek Elementary School in Bloomington.
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ANSWERING THE CALL OF TUTORING
By John Moody

THE UNITED STATES ARMY IS KNOWN FOR COMING TO THE AID OF PEOPLE IN NEED ALL AROUND THE WORLD.
AT ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY, A SMALL GROUP OF SOLDIERS-IN-TRAINING SAW A NEED—ALBEIT ON A MUCH
SMALLER SCALE THAN THE MILITARY IS ACCUSTOMED TO—IN A LOCAL CLASSROOM AND ANSWERED THE CALL.

Illinois State students involved in the Reserve Officers’
Training Corps, more commonly known as ROTC, are
members of the University’s Redbird Battalion. The group
consists of about 120 cadets, who are preparing to become
military leaders. Once their training and degrees are
successfully completed, they will begin active duty service
to the nation as newly commissioned officers.
More than a dozen Redbird Battalion members donate
their time at Unit 5’s Fox Creek Elementary in southwest
Bloomington through a program called Cadets Helping
Kids. The college students work mostly with first graders,
tutoring them in reading, math, or any subject where they
might need help.
It’s part of what’s called selfless service, one of the seven
core values of the United States Army along with loyalty,
duty, respect, personal courage, honor, and integrity.
“Selfless service is putting the needs of others before
your own,” said Lt. Col. John Cross, chair of Illinois
State’s Department of Military Science. “And then there’s
the intrinsic reward of having been involved in something
that makes you say, ‘Hey, that was really cool.’”

The department created the Cadets Helping Kids
program over a decade ago to ensure that selfless service
was part of the ROTC experience. Between five and 15
cadets volunteer every year for the program. In addition to
helping out with schoolwork, cadets simply visit with the
children and get to know them better.
“It also teaches our cadets to be a role model, to be a
good example, to help kids with their studies, and show
them the importance of studying hard,” Cross said.
Cadets Helping Kids began at El Paso Elementary,
about 20 miles north of Normal, where a cadet’s mother
was a teacher there at the time. After she retired, the
program moved to Fox Creek Elementary. Once a week
during the school day, usually on Fridays, cadets put on
their uniforms, hop in a van, and travel as a group to visit
a couple of first grade classrooms at the school.
The cadets have diverse academic pursuits, coming
from over 40 different majors, studying everything from
the hard sciences to elementary education. The ROTC is
increasingly diverse as well; 34 percent of current cadets
are female, up 6 percentage points from a year ago.
SPRING 2019 REDBIRD IMPACT 9

Cadet Matthew Higgerson, a sophomore, works on a finger-painting project with
first graders at Fox Creek Elementary.

Junior Ryan Schmitz is the cadet in charge for Cadets
Helping Kids. He majors in criminal justice and plans
to make a career of the military. He has had more life
experience than most cadets. He was trained as a welder,
worked as a painting contractor, and enlisted in the
National Guard at 17. It’s his second year volunteering at
Fox Creek.
“It’s my first year as cadet in charge,” Schmitz, of
Peoria, said. “I do the head count, time management, am
the point of contact between Redbird Battalion and Fox
Creek Elementary, and am the overseer figure this year.
“We are providing positive reinforcement. Good
actions cause good results; negative actions cause
repercussions.”
Volunteering with children is right up Kenzie Toland’s
alley. The sophomore elementary education major is in her
second year of tutoring. The program gives her experiences
similar to what she will receive in clinicals and student
teaching. She is also building relationships with children.
“We encourage them to talk about their families, and
it’s nice that we get to go back to the same classes. They
get super excited when they see a familiar face.”
Kelly Gerharz teaches 22 first graders at Fox Creek.
The cadets are well liked in her room and are appreciated
for the one-on-one attention they give the students.
Gerharz noted one aspect of the program that’s easy to
overlook since the Fox Creek children are so young. Seeing
college kids in a uniform makes her students think about
what they want to be when they grow up.
“I think it’s important that they think about furthering
their education or consider the military or trade school
and then ask themselves, ‘What am I going to do?’”
Gerharz said. “The ROTC kids show them what they
can be.”
Cadet Sarah Madura, a junior nursing student from
Champaign, is aware that as a female some of the little
girls might be paying particular attention to her. During
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one tutoring session last fall, Madura, dressed in her
green combat uniform and ROTC-issued hat and boots,
escorted first graders down the hall to computer class.
“I like that they get to see women in the Army,”
Madura said. “They can understand that a girl can be a
soldier, and that it’s OK to be strong.”
Sophomore Evan Shook likes that the cadets’ presence
seems to have a calming effect on the children. He’s
noticed that even though he and his colleagues are young
themselves, it’s clear—based on the reactions of the kids
and the feedback from Fox Creek teachers—that they are
making an impact on young lives.
Shook has gained a bit of perspective about his own
path and takes his volunteer work seriously. He schedules
his classes around his volunteer commitment. It has
helped him appreciate the difference between his own
middle-class background and the economic challenges
faced by some of the children and their families.
“These kids might come from lower-income homes
or broken homes, so it’s an important role we play,” said
Shook, who is majoring in renewable energy. “You end the
week on a good note, and it brings a smile to your face.”
The influence that cadets have on students is not lost
on Kristen Hammer. She teaches first grade across the hall
from Gerharz.
“These kids look up to the cadets,” Hammer said.
“They look forward to seeing them all week. I use it to
tell them that they need to make good choices during the
week so that our friends can come visit us.
“It goes both ways. My class and the college kids are
both learning about something bigger than themselves.”
Hammer loves the respect she sees her students give
to the cadets. She also appreciates how the cadets have
jumped right into the work. When she calls out a familiar
order for everyone to “freeze like an ice cube,” the cadets
recognize it as the cue to stand in place right alongside
their small friends.
Hammer has other fun catchphrases that she uses,
and the cadets are in on the fun. A correct answer causes
Hammer to say, “Brain sparkle!” That evokes a sparkle
sound: “Ssssss!” The cadets were right on time for all of it:
the quick claps, the sound effects, and plenty of high-fives
and knuckle touches.
The cadets feel a measure of pride in helping mold
young minds at Fox Creek.
“We try to be there for them, have a positive influence
on them, and show them what the Army stands for,”
Shook said. “So, it’s a lot bigger than just helping kids
with schoolwork.”

SPOTLIGHT
OFFICE OF SUSTAINABILITY

The Lorax would have been preaching to
the choir at Illinois State University. The
hero of Dr. Suess’ eponymously titled
children’s fable, who “speaks for the trees”
and who fought in vain to stop the Onceler’s destruction of his beloved Truffulas,
may have even found a new home in the
Fell Arboretum, with its thousands of
trees representing 154 species. Either way,
his message in support of sustainability
would have definitely struck a chord with
Missy Nergard.
Nergard was Illinois State’s director
of sustainability until stepping down in
September to take the same position at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison. In her
25 years here, she drafted the business plan
creating the Office of Sustainability in 2010
and was part of a movement that began
in the 1980s with the establishment of a
recycling program in the residential halls.
Now sustainability has become so ingrained
in campus that it is even a stated objective
of the University’s latest strategic plan,
Educate • Connect • Elevate : Illinois State.
Nergard has ushered in projects, large
and small, to make that abstract goal
a reality, including helping establish a
program to convert campus food waste
into compost. Since 2014 the office has
partnered with multiple units across
campus to install sustainable picnic tables,
which are made of recyclable materials
and enable students to recharge their
electronic devices using solar power.
And more recently, the Office of
Sustainability supported the launch of
Fix It Friday, a Department of Family

and Consumer Sciences project in which
students offer free sewing repairs to
the community. Last year, Fix It Friday
received the Association for Advancement
of Sustainability in Higher Education’s
Campus Sustainability Achievement Award.
The office’s goal is to empower
students and faculty to lead from where
they are, to find ways to create a more
sustainable campus. “I look at how we can
integrate our students into our operations
and vice versa, and our faculty, because
we have so much talent on campus and
so much knowledge,” Nergard said.
Last August, Redbird Impact asked
Nergard to look back on her time with
the Office of Sustainability, what it has
accomplished, and why it exists. This interview
has been edited for brevity and clarity.
DO OTHER CAMPUSES HAVE SIMILAR OFFICES
OF SUSTAINABILITY?

I think we were really on the cutting
edge. Sustainability really started out as
recycling programs, so it generally falls
on the operations side; however, you’ll
notice, for example, even our College
of Business is a signatory to a program
called PRME (Principles for Responsible
Management Education), which is a
United Nations program, which supports
the UN’s Sustainable Development
Goals. Incorporating these goals into the
curriculum is on par with some of the most
prestigious international institutions. So we
have a strong academic focus as well, and
what's really happened is that sustainability
has become part of our culture.
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The role of the office is to capture
everything that is going on at the
institution and put it under one umbrella
and say, “Look, we are doing this. We’re
doing really amazing things where
students are graduating, understanding
what these principles are, whether it’s for
economic vitality or social responsibility,
or environmentalism. They walk out with
these skill sets, and they can understand
the systems thinking and identify how the
systems work on a local and global scale.”
WHAT IS THE MISSION OF THE OFFICE?

Sustainability is systems thinking, and it
focuses on three sets of systems: economic
vitality, environmentalism, and social
justice. So, we look at how those interact.
It’s really taking one thing and looking at
how it impacts anything that it touches.
For instance, we have students doing
research on microplastics in water. We
look at what those contaminants look
like, and then we follow it back up
through the chains of our interactions.
The microscopic work that identifies
a particulate of plastic that came from
our clothing can help us mitigate that
type of contamination of our water. So
we then work with our Department of
Family and Consumer Sciences and our
textile division. We work with our
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construction management and our project
management majors because even carpet
fibers are highly plastic and through our
constant interaction with these fibers we
contaminate the water we drink and the
air we breathe. This leads us to our health
sciences and nursing programs where the
results of contamination impact human
health.
So we connect everywhere where
microplastics may come from and look
at how we could mitigate putting that in
the environment. What are the economic
impacts of that? What are the impacts
to workers in jobs and economies? Then
we look at changing a product or doing
something different with it to eliminate
or otherwise mitigate the negative
consequences.
WHAT DO YOU CONSIDER ACCOMPLISHMENTS
FOR THE FIRST EIGHT YEARS OF THE OFFICE?

We helped with the Innovation
Consulting Community. (Katie School
of Insurance and Risk Management
Director) Jim Jones and (Marketing
Professor) Peter Kaufman had this idea
to connect our innovative students with
real-world clients to develop solutions.
These gentlemen and a handpicked group
of faculty and community partners made
it happen. It’s a successful program that
is starting on its third year. Those are the
type of initiatives that we’ve been involved
with. It was an idea that two people grew
into a program that has an impressive
span of influence, and a very marked rate
of growth.

The other campus initiative that is
unique for ISU is a brand new Center
for a Sustainable Water Future, which
was started by Joan Brehm, the interim
chair of the Department of Sociology
and Anthropology. That’s just kicking off
and is co-chaired by an interdisciplinary
team of Dr. Brehm and Dr. Noha Shawki,
from the Department of Politics and
Government.
So just in the last three years we’ve
seen several initiatives that have really
moved forward with an intentionality and
speed that is somewhat uncharacteristic
of large organizations. I like to think
that the campus culture of sustainability
helped build the momentum and support
that enabled these programs to come
to fruition so quickly and with such
immediate success. It’s inspiring.
HOW CAN STUDENTS GET INVOLVED AND LEARN
MORE ABOUT SUSTAINABILITY PROJECTS?

I guest lectured in a lot of classes across
the colleges. But usually what happens
is the student has an idea of something
they want to see on campus, and they
come to us. What we really try to do is
ask what their personal passions are, what
their career aspirations are, and what the
project idea is. And then my role was
to help them make that happen so that
can see it come to fruition on campus. I
think the most visible example of that is
through Fix It Fridays.
Last fall we had a group of studentathletes who really wanted to see more
recycling at tailgating. They got a pilot
program up and running, and they
recruited a whole bunch of studentathletes to volunteer as ambassadors to
walk through the lots and encourage
patrons to recycle. They saw the need and
then they made it happen.

DO YOU PROCURE RESOURCES
FOR THE STUDENTS?

The Student Sustainability Committee,
which is a part of the Student Government
Association, has $180,000 every year that
they allocate for sustainability-related
programs. It’s available for any faculty,
staff, or students.
The students decide whether or not to
award funds to the application based on
a set of criteria that includes curricular
benefits, span of influence, social equity,
and a healthy environment. The student
committee can award funds for the entire
application, or they may just provide a
portion of the amount applied for. So it
really is a student-driven program.
There are also other community
resources and partners that we can work
through. The hard part for students
is knowing where to start. It’s a big
institution. They may have no idea what
the rules and regulations are, who to
contact, who in the community is going
to be helpful as a partner. That’s really
what we try to do.
I worked with Jan Paterson (interim
director of the Center for Community
Engagement and Service Learning),
which is really nice because we have a lot
of the same partnerships. We’re achieving
the same goals with students really doing
some significant service learning when
they’re taking on these projects.

HOW HAVE STUDENTS’ IDEAS AND FEELINGS
ABOUT SUSTAINABILITY CHANGED OVER
THE 25 YEARS YOU HAVE BEEN AT ISU?

I think I’ve seen more of a broad interest
because originally sustainability was
strongly aligned with environmentalism,
and we have very strong environmental
groups on campus. But what I now see
more of is that the social justice aspect—
which we’ve always had with Alternative
Breaks and a lot of groups going out in the
community really trying to help on some
of those issues—that’s being more strongly
aligned with sustainability as well.
ISU has a pretty strong history of
social justice. We were some of the first
signatories in the Fair Labor Association
and the Workers Rights Consortium.
Jerry Abner did that years ago out
at UMC (University Marketing and
Communications), so we can be assured
that anytime we see a Redbird logo on
something that it was sustainably sourced.
ARE THERE ANY OTHER STUDENT PROJECTS
THAT YOU’VE BEEN PROUD OF?

In spring 2018 we had a student working
on a water conservation project with
the Chemistry Department. What
happened was that a professor had gone
and measured all of the leaking faucets
in all of the labs in chemistry. There’s
a calculation you can use for drips per
minute in which you can figure out how

many gallons you’re losing per year. We
don't necessarily have a replacement or
maintenance plan for those faucets in
the Science Lab Building. So the student
went through and designed a preventive
maintenance program. He went to the
student committee and got funding.
Then he worked with a chemistry lab
manager and plumbing shop to get all of
their faucets repaired so there’s no more
drips in chemistry. They were so efficient
with that program and they hadn’t used
their allocated budget, so the student
committee said go ahead and do biology
as well. So biology got their labs upgraded
as well.
IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE YOU
WANT TO HIGHLIGHT?

The only thing I actually would like to
highlight is that Illinois State University
has a legacy of sustainability, even
though it wasn’t called that at the time.
We can look to John Wesley Powell
and Stephen Forbes as our earliest
proponents and practitioners. Those
were the gentlemen that were advancing
environmental sustainability at the time.
I think sustainability has been ingrained
in the fabric of our institution from its
founding, and it’s pretty neat to be able to
call back on 160 years of history and say
that this is who we are.

GET INVOLVED
SUSTAINABILITY.ILLINOISSTATE.EDU | FACEBOOK.COM/SUSTAINISU
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT OFFICE OF ENERGY MANAGEMENT
DIRECTOR CHRIS HOMAN AT (309) 438-5141 OR CHOMAN@ILLINOISSTATE.EDU.
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Pet
STUDENTS TRANSFORM
STREETWISE RESCUE
DOGS INTO FOSTER
PETS
B Y K AT E A R T H U R
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ctogenarian Lois Mann can no longer hear a
phone, a knock on the door, or the chirp of a
smoke alarm. So she needs Dottie McGee, a rescue dog from Texas, to be more than a pet companion.
In a makeshift Illinois State University classroom at a
nearly abandoned outlet mall in Normal, Illinois State
student Rosemary O’Shea was working with the 2-yearold poodle mix on how to respond to a smoke alarm.
Mann searched her cell phone for the alarm app; the
student offered to help. The phone chirped, and the
dog responded, running to her owner’s side.
O’Shea is one member of a group of Illinois
State psychology students partnering with Pet
Central Helps. The Normal-based animal rescue
organization removes dogs from high-kill shelters and works to reduce their fears and anxieties, along with teaching them basic commands
to make them more adoptable.
For years, Psychology Professor Valerie
Farmer-Dougan, an expert in animal behavior,
has brought rescue dogs into her psychology
laboratory on campus. Two years ago she extended her outreach to Pet Central, teaching
students to work with its rescue dogs for her
advanced research methods course on behavior and personality. Students learn about
canine emotions and behavior, then practice
with the dogs twice a week, offering free training to foster parents and new adopters.

Lisa Kitchens, Pet Central’s director, said the students
were critical in getting the 2-year-old shelter up and running. They have helped with everything from assessments
and care of new arrivals to organizing fundraisers and
volunteering at adoption events.
“I love working with the students,” Kitchens said.
“They’re so dedicated and so smart, and it’s a good learning experience for them too.”
Holly Hedges, a member of Pet Central’s board of directors, credits the students and Farmer-Dougan, who is also
a board member, with facilitating hundreds of adoptions of
dogs from high-kill shelters, where animals are euthanized
after a certain period to make room for incoming animals.
“Because we didn’t have a facility, they worked in any
conditions and any environment just to help our dogs,”
Hedges said. “Our dogs are pulled from kill shelters, so
we’re primarily foster-based. It can be difficult to put those
dogs into homes with children and other dogs and cats
and unexperienced fosters.”

“AFTER THREE VISITS, HE WAS A
COMPLETELY DIFFERENT DOG.”
Farmer-Dougan and her students have never given up
on a dog. Hedges recalled a difficult-to-place dachshundbeagle mix with separation anxiety and dominance issues.
He was adopted and returned twice before Illinois State
students started working with him.
“After three visits, he was a completely different dog,”
she said. “He was able to find a successful placement, and
he’s been there ever since. Dr. Val, I don’t know what she
did, but it was like magic.”
On intake nights, students unload dogs from a van,
provide basic care and medications, and microchip them.
Mickaela Callender, a senior pre-veterinary major, works
with the new arrivals and also joins University of Illinois
veterinary students who provide a free spay/neuter clinic.
“Working with Pet Central has opened my eyes to shelter
medicine,” Callender said. “It’s a great way to learn the ropes.”
As president of Illinois State’s Pre-Veterinary Association,
Callender has motivated her peers to become involved. The
association sponsors Dog Days on the Quad, which raises
money for Pet Central and has led to some adoptions.
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School of Communication Instructor Megan Koch also
has her small group communication students collaborate
on these efforts. Her students have walked dogs, organized
and staffed adoption events, sponsored food and toy drives,
and created awareness campaigns.
“The students are learning how groups work together,”
Koch said. “And they’re trying to make connections with
businesses that might provide ongoing support. Students
are only involved so long. They want to make sure those
connections exist after they’re gone.”
Psychology graduate student Jenny Gavin is a teaching assistant for Farmer-Dougan’s class. During a lab, she
worked with Khloe, a Rottweiler considered too “reactive”
to be around other dogs. She was kept behind a makeshift,
blanket-covered barrier. The dog wasn’t aggressive; she just
wasn’t used to being around other dogs because her owner
has arthritis and cannot walk her. Gavin encouraged the
students to stay calm around her.
“The first time the dogs come to the lab, they’re so
nervous. Maintaining a calm demeanor goes a long way
toward getting them to look at you, and listen. If you get
them to look at you and you give them treats, they’ll look
at you and think, ‘Ah, that person is great.’”
For her thesis, Gavin is researching how dogs respond
to computer-generated voices, along with commands from
people who show little or no facial movement. Her goal
is to find ways owners with disabilities can train dogs to
respond to them.
“If the dog can’t see my eyes or my mouth, or parts of
my face, how can they respond accurately to a cue? The
obstruction and cue differences do make a difference in
their ability to listen,” she said.
Bailey Craig also assists with the class. Before taking
Farmer-Dougan’s course, the psychology major was considering a career in counseling or law enforcement. Now she is
considering becoming an animal behaviorist.
“I found the fit,” she said. “I love these creatures.”
Although Craig has never owned a dog, she hopes to
adopt a pit bull, working to change the image of the breed.
“Dogs are like people,” she said. “They don’t know hate
and attack. If you teach them that, that’s what they’re going
to grow up knowing.”
Senior Toni Berenbaum is working with Pet Central for
her research capstone class. She is developing video training
for foster parents, in order to have the dogs rehabilitated
and adopted more quickly.
During the lab, Berenbaum was helping students with
a loose-leash walking lesson. Carrying clickers and bags
of treats, students led the dogs outside. Every time the
students stopped at an orange cone and clicked, the dog
was supposed to stop.
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Bailey Craig works with a foster dog on commands. ISU students offer free training
to a local rescue organization as part of a lab on animal behavior.

“You have to have confidence,” Farmer-Dougan said, as
she walked over to help a student with an uncooperative
dog. “Be strict. Don’t go to him. You’ve got to get his attention. Use a happy voice.”
The professor gently tapped the dog’s hind legs with her
cane and he quickly sat.
Every week, the professor takes calls from foster parents
and new adopters, asking for advice on behavioral issues.
She hopes to train a graduate student to do behavior consulting, building toward the 300 hours needed for certification as an animal behaviorist.
If a dog is too aggressive for group training, FarmerDougan works one-on-one with the animal. She begins by
reassuring the dog that it is in a safe place, and nothing bad
is going to happen.
“So many of our older dogs, we don’t know what
happened to them,” she said. “Dogs show separation and
stranger anxiety at critical periods in their development,
and if that doesn’t get resolved, you have issues. A dog’s
specialty is to read our emotions and react. If they have an
issue, there’s a reason. You have to psychoanalyze them.”
And what are her students learning in her psychology
class?
“Behavior,” she said. “It works whether you’re working
with a dog, a child, or a horse.”

HOW TO

Volunteer

Pet Central Helps, an animal rescue organization
serving Central Illinois, is in need of volunteers
to assist with fostering, grooming/exercising,
adoption events, office work, and greeting
visitors. The shelter is located on Wylie Drive in
Normal. Visit Petcentralhelps.org or email Info@
petcentralhelps.org for more information.
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PANTRY
SEEKS TO SOLVE STUDENT
HUNGER PROBLEM
By Rachel Hatch

	hen listing the struggles facing college
students, people tend to think of
homesickness or studying stress—many
never consider hunger.
Food insecurity—or not knowing from where the next
meal is coming—is at the heart of the establishment of
a food pantry for Illinois State University students. The
School Street Food Pantry opened last September at the
First United Methodist Church in Normal.
Driven by a group of passionate students from across
campus, the launching of the food pantry is a collaborative
effort more than a year in the making from Illinois State
students and community organizations.
“Nationally, 45 percent of college students in the
United States face some uncertainty when it comes to
food,” said Jeanna Campbell, a second-year graduate
student in the School of Social Work. “Those numbers
were even higher when we looked at Illinois State.”
Campbell, a native of Bloomington, was studying the
idea of food insecurity when she came across several other

groups on campus examining the same issue. Student
surveys done by the Student Government Association
(SGA), students in the School of Social Work, and the
Department of History, and student Amy Illovsky of the
Department of Family and Consumer Sciences showed the
issue was a growing one. “Nearly 66 percent of students
surveyed said they knew someone who has struggles
obtaining food,” said Campbell.
Campbell went beyond the research to begin pulling
together those interested in tackling the problem.
“We’ve always had people who are passionate about
a food pantry, but just did not have the right set of
circumstance to pull it off,” said Jack Whitsitt, a senior
from Alexis and vice president of SGA. As senators,
Whitsitt and senior in political science Jason Hale were
part of the 2017 SGA food survey. “Students said that
they are having to make the choice of paying for rent
instead of buying food. We saw a real need for a food
pantry for students,” said Whitsitt.
The SGA attempted to launch a food pantry in an
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Noah Tang (right) was among the ISU students who helped start the food pantry.

office in the Bone Student Center, but organizers quickly
realized the scope of the project was more than one group
could handle. “There were issues of keeping the pantry
stocked, having hours where students could easily access
food, and having people run the pantry,” said Whitsitt.
When Campbell approached Hale, he relayed the SGA
experiences. It was decided a larger coalition of support
was needed to get a food pantry off the ground.
Campbell connected with Normal Township
Supervisor Sarah Grammer, whose job includes offering
emergency assistance for residents battling poverty issues.
Grammer had seen students come in around finals
fighting to make it to the end of the semester. “Students
come in who are really struggling, and unsure whether to
pay the electric bill or eat,” said Grammer. “Sometimes we
can help get the utilities turned back on, but there are not
enough resources to help with basic needs.”
Grammer said her office had referred students to area
food pantries, but none were close to campus, and some
were open only once a month. “For a person working
two or three jobs and taking classes, there are not a lot of
options,” she said. Grammer spoke with the Rev. Kathy
King-Nobles of the First United Methodist Church,
situated next to the campus Bone Student Center. “Talk
about prayers being answered,” said King-Nobles. The
congregation had been exploring ways to reach out and
assist students. “We weren’t necessarily looking to establish
a food pantry, but simply meet a need.”
Campbell, Grammer, and King-Nobles started
an advisory board with the aim of building a student
food pantry. The advisory board is 50-50 split between
community members and students. Drawing on
the passion of the students and the expertise of the
community members has been a key element to success,
said board member Pat Turner, who has been the director
of the Center for Hope Food Pantry in Bloomington for
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more than 20 years. “Students are part of our collective
community, and we do better together. It’s wonderful to
see the skills, ability, knowledge, and commitment we all
bring to the table,” she said.
The board includes students such as Whitsitt,
Campbell, and Noah Tang, an education major from
Lisle, who graduated in December. Tang worked with
community gardens with the Bloomington-Normal
Democratic Socialists of America. “Illinois State is in the
middle of a food desert, which is defined by the USDA as
a region where people who don’t have transportation don’t
have access to healthy or proper food,” said Tang. “It’s
great that a lot of groups can come together to reduce this
type of food insecurity among students.”

“Students come in who are really
struggling, and unsure whether
to pay the electric bill or eat.”
Through the efforts of students like Tang and
Campbell, the School Street Food Pantry has been
designated as an official food pantry, meaning it
will receive pallets of food from area food banks for
distribution. Pantry organizers plan also to include recipes
along with bags of food. “This effort is really about
knowledge as much as it is about food,” said Tang, who
added future plans include holding cooking classes and
providing tips on budgeting for healthy food.
Though the board gains input from several community
organizations, the bulk of implementation work is being
done by students. “The students are the driving force,
and I cannot say enough great things about them,” said
King-Nobles. “They are willing and eager to work, and
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126

220
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158

309
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Students organize food for those who will visit the pantry. Volunteers handed out
more than 1,600 bags of food during the first semester of operation.

repeatedly offered their skills and gifts. They have been
eager to participate and connect with an audience broader
than their peers.”
Along with battling hunger, Grammer sees the pantry
connecting students to the larger community. “These
students are reaching out and doing something they know
is creating a positive change. That ties them to a place
and a people. They graduate thinking, ‘I have lived in this
community. I have contributed.’”
In the end, the School Street Food Pantry will provide
students a better chance to achieve their primary goal at
Illinois State—learning. “According to national statistics,
if you are food insecure, then your health is more likely
to be poor,” said Campbell. “Without reliable food, we
are really setting up a lot of people for not achieving their
potential.”
Tang agreed, adding that the work of the food pantry
feeds into his mission for the future. “I am going to be
a teacher, and I’ve noticed that students who focus on
when they are going to eat next have a much harder time
concentrating,” he said. “If I’m going to teach, then I need
to be prepared to understand and help combat all the
problems students will face.”

SCHOOL STREET FOOD PANTRY
Time: 4–6 p.m. each Friday

Where: First United Methodist Church,
211 North School Street in Normal
More information: Visit schoolstreetfoodpantry.org
or email schoolstreetfoodpantry@gmail.com.
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47

91

89

12/21

40

78

95

OVERALL TOTALS
Individuals

1,117

People Represented

2,129

Bags

1,668

FIRST-TIME INDIVIDUALS
Week 2 • 9/28

58

Week 3 • 10/5

46

Week 4 • 10/12

43

Week 5 • 10/19

63

Week 6 • 10/26

41

Week 7 • 11/02

31

Week 8 • 11/9

28

Week 9 • 11/16

5

Week 10 • 11/30

20

Week 11 • 12/7

10

Week 12 • 12/14

12

Week 13 • 12/21

7

OVERALL TOTAL NUMBER OF STUDENTS BY COLLEGE
Heartland Community College
9
Illinois State University

398

Illinois Valley Community College

1

Illinois Wesleyan University

4

Prairie State Community College

1

Paul Mitchell

1
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Bloomington-Normal youth paint a mural last summer as part
of an Illinois Art Station led project along the Constitution Trail.

NEW PROGRAM INSPIRES
CHILDREN THROUGH ART
BY KEVIN BERSETT
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IT WAS ONE WORD. BUT THAT WAS ENOUGH.
THE SETTING WAS A FRIDAY MORNING LAST FALL AT MILESTONES
EARLY LEARNING CENTER IN BLOOMINGTON. THE AUTISM PLACE
(TAP) WAS HOLDING ITS HALF-DAY PROGRAM FOR PRESCHOOLERS
AND HOSTING TWO EDUCATORS FROM THE ILLINOIS ART STATION (IAS) THROUGH A COLLABORATION BETWEEN THE TWO
ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY-AFFILIATED ORGANIZATIONS.
One of those instructors was Mary Smyers, a graduate
student in speech-language pathology. She placed a paper
plate with two separate globs of red and white paint on
a table in front of a girl wearing pink-rimmed glasses. A
few minutes earlier, the girl had been spinning around the
classroom while a TAP teacher gently encouraged her to
participate in reading time. Now she sat still and stared at
the plate. Smyers rolled a small toy truck over the paint,
mixing the two colors.
“We are painting,” Smyers said to the girl. “Red and white
make pink.” The girl began clapping and said, “Pink!”
That brief response was enough to satisfy TAP Director
Karla Doepke. The girl rarely spoke, and lessons for young
children with autism should encourage them to engage
and communicate, said Doepke, who is also an associate
professor of psychology. The IAS art educators had been
accomplishing that mission since the weekly art segments
began earlier in the month, by getting the students to
participate in a range of art activities such as creating
dinosaur egg sculptures and painting masks.
“The (arts program) gives them another avenue to
express themselves,” Doepke said.
The TAP class is just one of many partnerships IAS
has forged in the past year as the innovative program
takes root at Illinois State University and reaches out to
children and youth in the surrounding community. The
organization is the brainchild of Distinguished Professor
Emerita of Psychology Laura Berk. She has provided the
startup funding for IAS since its inception in 2016.
Berk had conducted groundbreaking research on the
importance of play in childhood and wanted to create a
space that fused the visual arts with child development.
IAS is modeling itself on established programs like
the Children’s Museum of Arts in New York and the
Bronzeville Children’s Museum on Chicago’s South Side.
“My goals are to capitalize on the unique power of the
visual arts to reach and inspire our children and youth in all
their diversity and to deepen their understanding of themselves,
their community, and their wider world,” Berk said.
IAS has hired Isra El-beshir as director. El-beshir
previously served as the curator of education and public

programming at the Arab American
National Museum, a Smithsonian
affiliate. She said IAS is offering an exciting
perspective that is missing in McLean County.
“We have an active arts community,” El-beshir
said. “However, in terms of visual arts programming
for youth, particularly teens and children under the
age of 5, we seem to be lacking compared to our big city
neighbors, and it’s a good problem for us. By working in
tandem with our community anchors like the Children’s
Discovery Museum and McLean County Arts Center, we
can leverage each other’s strengths and provide a plethora
of exciting programs that weave in art-making with social
justice, art therapy, and child development, yielding
a robust arts education curriculum that reflects our
community’s diversity, abilities, and potential.”
IAS will be the first in McLean County to offer children
and youth ages 18 and under a hands-on, interdisciplinary
visual arts experience that is informed by pedagogy and
scholarship for both Illinois State and the broader community.
At this point, the Illinois Art Station is still evolving
into its name. The organization’s two administrators—Elbeshir and Curator of Education Peggy Finnegan-Boyes,
M.S. ’08, along with four graduate students and one
intern—operate out of temporary headquarters in Williams
Hall. The art educators travel from IAS workshops in a
university-issued van brightly painted and branded with
the organization’s name. For now, IAS has been holding
free children and youth art workshops in collaboration
with various community partners, such as TAP, the
Bloomington and Normal Public Libraries, the Western
Avenue Community Center, and the Boys and Girls Club
of Bloomington-Normal.
For IAS to fully realize its mission and vision, it needs
its own space, El-beshir said. The organization is working
to secure a 10,000-square-foot facility within a 10-minute
walk of Illinois State’s campus. There, IAS would continue
to expand its community partnerships, and also offer studio
art classes, exhibit artwork, and become an innovative space
for immersive learning in the visual arts.
“It’s going to be a really good think tank for people across
campus who are interested in the development and welfare
of children,” said Judith Briggs, an IAS Advisory Council
member and an associate professor of art education.
El-beshir envisions a space where artists would lead
classes involving all of the visual arts, may they be
animation, ceramics, filmmaking, or painting. IAS classes
would also go a step further by making concerted efforts
to reach underserved populations, providing scholarships
and tuition assistance, addressing social issues in the
community, and taking a multi-subject approach that
SPRING 2019 REDBIRD IMPACT 21

enables children and youth to mix arts with the STEM
disciplines. “Our mission is to provide all children, youth,
and their families with transformative experiences of visual
arts. We want to leverage our mission and provide a space
that aims to educate, inspire, and challenge,” El-beshir said.
The program fills an important role previously handled
by School of Art faculty and students who volunteered
their services at local organizations, Briggs said. “We didn’t
have enough time to fulfill that great need. This is a great
opportunity to expand ISU’s community outreach.”
An early highlight of the Art Station’s programming,
which began last summer, was a mural project for the City of
Bloomington Citizens’ Beautification Committee. Over the
course of three days, 12 junior high and high school students
worked alongside artist and Illinois State M.F.A. student
Jeremy Langston to paint a mural along the length of the
Constitution Trail underpass below Washington Street.
IAS has also partnered with Illinois State’s First Star
Academy, which prepares foster youth for college. Twenty
high school students participated in an IAS printmaking
workshop, then exhibited their artwork at Illinois State’s
Transpace gallery.
These projects are important ways to reach underserved
communities, El-beshir said. “There are a number of social
services in our community that house, feed, educate, and
clothe, but there is an absence of visual arts programming
with the goal of inciting joy, creativity, resilience, and
empowerment that may help with coping, overcoming
trauma, enhancing emotional well-being, and giving a
voice to those who feel voiceless or ignored.”
The Illinois Art Station is also providing community
engagement opportunities and real-world teaching
experiences to Illinois State students employed as graduate
assistants. Besides Smyers, there are two students from art
education and one from the Arts Technology Program.
Finnegan-Boyes develops the workshops and trains the
students on how to teach the materials and interact with
the children at different stages of development. She pairs
students from different majors in order to foster learning,
not just for community youth but also for Illinois State
students. For example, Smyers taught the TAP class with
Brooke Ball, an art education master’s student.
Finnegan-Boyes learned how to create interdisciplinary

GET INVOLVED
ILARTSTATION

@ILARTSTATION
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Illinois Art Station is led by Professor Emerita Laura Berk, Peggy Finnegan-Boyes,
and Isra El-beshir.

curriculum while teaching art for eight years at Metcalf
School. “We are trying to be interdisciplinary so the
ISU students can learn from each other and make the
experience better for the community youth,” she said.
Smyers said she was thinking of the sensory needs of
the students when leading activities in the TAP class. She
and Ball encouraged the preschoolers to get their hands
messy and play with the paint. The instructors are not
trying to create mini-Picassos; instead, they are offering
the children the opportunity to learn about different art
media and create their own work.
Briggs said these art classes are important because they
are project based, which helps students who may learn
best by doing. The art experiences can draw from many
disciplines like English, math, and science. “There are a
lot of critical-thinking skills that go into the creation of
artwork. Art is an encompassing discipline. We see our
young artists as researchers.”
Ball has learned a lot about working with children
with autism while teaching with Smyers and also how
to develop a dialogue with fellow teachers, community
organizations, and students through the classes she has
taught for IAS.
“I think these children are fortunate to have this
intensive, caring, structured program,” Ball said. “Visual
communication and visual literacy is a way a lot of us
communicate. Images are ubiquitous.”
As Illinois Art Station finds its place in BloomingtonNormal, innovative arts programming for children and
youth will become ubiquitous as well.
Deborah Fox, the College of Arts and Sciences’ assistant dean
for external relations, contributed to this story.

Illinois State students, community organizations,
and working artists interested in becoming
involved with Illinois Art Station can contact
Isra El-beshir at imelbes@IllinoisState.edu
or (309) 438-0862.

GIVE BACK ILLINOIS STATE
at

BRING IT BACK TO NORMAL
WHAT: Since 2008 Bring It Back
to Normal has provided opportunities
for large groups of students to
give back to the community
that is home to Illinois State
University. Students volunteer
to work with local residents and
nonprofit agencies to help meet
the needs of the community
through gardening, landscaping,
housework, and other small tasks
that make a big difference.
WHEN: Saturday, April 27, 2019
WHERE: Various locations in
Bloomington-Normal

ELIGIBILITY: Students who would
like to volunteer can begin
registering in mid-February.
For more information, visit
CommunityEngagement.IllinoisState.
edu/Students/Community-Service/
Bring-It-Back-To-Normal or contact
Paige Buschman, graduate assistant
for community service projects for the
Center for Community Engagement
and Service Learning, at vpsapebusc2@
IllinoisState.edu or (309) 438-1100.

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT CELEBRATION
WHAT: This celebration will
highlight civic engagement efforts
and recognize faculty, staff, students,
registered student organizations,
community partners, and
campus units for their civic
engagement work and activities.
WHEN: Tuesday, April 30, 2019
WHERE: Circus Room,
Bone Student Center

ELIGIBILITY: The celebration
is open to the public.
For more information, visit
AmericanDemocracy.IllinoisState.
edu, or contact Dean of Students John
Davenport at jmdaven@IllinoisState.
edu or Associate Professor Noha Shawki
at nohashawki@IllinoisState.edu.

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT COURSE REDESIGN
WHAT: Emphasize the value of
citizenship, service learning, and

civic engagement in your course.
Identify civic competencies that
connect with your discipline and
course content, design a syllabus
that includes civic engagement
components, and develop a plan
for a specific course assessment
where students demonstrate
some aspect of civic learning.
This redesign opportunity can
be used to develop a course
for possible adoption as a civic
engagement minor elective. A
$1,000 stipend, provided by the
American Democracy Project, is
available to eligible participants
who complete the program.

WHEN: Weekends, typically
Saturdays, in September 2019.
Each service project lasts two
to five hours.

WHEN: Four sessions will be
held in late May and early June
2018 with a presentation at the
Summer Showcase in August.

WHAT: The Holiday Helper
program provides gifts and
parties for over 250 children in
Bloomington-Normal through
partnerships with the Boys and
Girls Club, Western Avenue
Community Center, Unity
Community Center, and the
Center for Youth and Family
Solutions. Volunteers are needed
to sponsor children, to wrap and
to pack gifts, and to organize
and to help at holiday parties.

WHERE: Center for Teaching,
Learning, and Technology in the
Instructional Technology and
Development Center
ELIGIBILITY: Applications will be
available in February and due in
March. Tenured, tenure-track,
and nontenure-track faculty,
and Administrative/Professional
employees with teaching
responsibilities are eligible
to participate. Eight faculty
members will be selected.
For more information, visit CTLT.
IllinoisState.edu, or contact Dana
Karraker, faculty development
coordinator at the Center for Teaching,
Learning, and Technology, at dmkarra@
IllinoisState.edu or (309) 438-5110.

SEPTEMBER SERVICE DAYS
WHAT: During September,
the Center for Community
Engagement and Service
Learning will host several service
projects. Transportation will be
provided for those who need it.
Credit may be offered by certain
classes. Students should ask their
professors for details.

WHERE: Various locations in
Bloomington-Normal
ELIGIBILITY: Registration is open
to Illinois State students in
September until spots are filled.
For more information, visit
CommunityEngagement.IllinoisState.
edu/Students/Community-Service/
Saturdays or contact the center at
CommunityEngagement@IllinoisState.
edu or (309) 438-1100.

HOLIDAY HELPER

WHEN: October to December
2019
WHERE: Various locations in
Bloomington-Normal
ELIGIBILITY: Illinois State students,
faculty, and staff are eligible to
sponsor children, wrap and pack
gifts, and assist at the parties.
For more information, visit
CommunityEngagement.IllinoisState.
edu/Students/Community-Service/
Holiday-Helper or contact the Center for
Community Engagement and Service
Learning at CommunityEngagement@
IllinoisState.edu or (309) 438-1100.

TRICK OR TREAT FOR CHANGE
WHAT: Trick or Treat for Change
is the annual fundraising
event hosted as a collaboration
between the Center for
Community Engagement and

Service Learning, the McLean
County Habitat for Humanity,
and the collegiate chapters of
Illinois State University and
Illinois Wesleyan University
Joint Habitat for Humanity
Campus Chapter. Each year, 300
to 400 students trick or treat
in groups of four to six around
Bloomington-Normal asking for
spare change. These donations go
to build a Habitat home in town.
WHEN: October 31, 2019

WHERE: Various locations in
Bloomington-Normal
ELIGIBILITY: Preregistration will
close October 29. Walk-ins will
be accepted. Trick-or-treating
is limited to Illinois State and
Illinois Wesleyan students.
Other individuals are welcome
to volunteer in other ways.
For more information, visit
CommunityEngagement.IllinoisState.
edu/Students/Community-Service/
Trick-Or-Treat or contact Annie Weaver,
student volunteer opportunities
coordinator at the Center for
Community Engagement and Service
Learning, at (309) 438-0708 or
amweave@IllinoisState.edu.

SERVING THOSE WHO SERVED
WHAT: The Center for Community
Engagement and Service Learning
engages in a national day of service
in November called Serving Those
Who Served. This program seeks
to serve veterans in the community
and the United States at large.
WHEN: November 2019

WHERE: To be determined

ELIGIBILITY: Additional details
will be available in fall 2019.
For more information, visit
CommunityEngagement.IllinoisState.
edu/Students/Community-Service/
Serving or contact the Center for
Community Engagement and Service
Learning at CommunityEngagement@
IllinoisState.edu or (309) 438-1100.
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REDBIRDS

MAKING AN IMPACT

+

AMERICAN RED CROSS
BLOOD DRIVES
HELD AT ISU:

• 2014–2015 school year: 951 pints collected
• 2015–2016 school year: 975 pints collected
• 2016–2017 school year: 967 pints collected

HOLIDAY
HELPER
In 2018, 280 students at
four community agencies
received gifts sponsored by
students, faculty, and staff
at Illinois State University.
The value of these gifts
was approximately

14,000

$

• 2017–2018 school year: 1,069 pints collected

4
TURBOVOTE

1,214

NEW VOTERS WERE REGISTERED
FOR THE 2018 MIDTERM ELECTIONS
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THE LANGUAGE
PARTNER PROGRAM
was designed to provide
new international students
with someone to practice
their English-speaking
skills. Participants have
meals together, hang out
together, talk about mutual
interests, and attend Illinois
State University events
together.
59 new international
students from 16 different
countries participate in this
program. 200 current
Illinois State University
students signed up for
this program, so each of
our international students
has two to three language
partners.

Annual

PRIDE Drag Show

BENEFICIARY

FISCAL YEAR

AMOUNT RAISED

ACORN EQUALITY FUND

2009

$1,356

MCLEAN COUNTY AIDS TASK FORCE

2010

$1,040

ILLINOIS SAFE SCHOOLS ALLIANCE

2011

$1,252

PFLAG BLOOMINGTON NORMAL LGBT/QUEER STUDIES & SERVICES

2013

$1,800

LABYRINTH OUTREACH LGBT/QUEER STUDIES

2015

$1,021

CENTRAL ILLINOIS PRIDE HEALTH CENTER

2017

$3,118

CENTRAL ILLINOIS FRIENDS

2018

$1,540

REPORTED STUDENT CURRICULAR COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

SUMMER 2017, FALL 2017, and SPRING 2018

39

REPORTING
ACADEMIC
UNITS

303

ENGAGED CLASS SECTIONS

4,191

ESTIMATED STUDENTS ENGAGED

135

ENGAGED FACULTY/STAFF

TOP COMMUNITY/SOCIAL
ISSUES ADDRESSED

15.18%
DISABILITIES
15.18%
COMMUNITY/
PUBLIC HEALTH

16.84%
AT-RISK YOUTH

53,729

ESTIMATED HOURS OF SERVICE

372

29.52%
YOUTH/CHILDREN

23.28%
EDUCATION
(PREK–12)

COMMUNITY PARTNERS
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Mary Smyers is one of the Illinois
State graduate students instructing
children and youth in the visual arts
as part of the new Illinois Art Station.
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